
MINNAMURRA & CARRINGTON 

FALLS ONE DAY ROAP TRIP 

Head south past the AIRPORT following signs to WOOLONGONG 

on PRINCES HIGHWAY. Turn off at ALBION PARK just south of 

WOOLONGONG. Take left turn onto TERRY STREET which soon 

becomes JAMBEROO ROAD. Just before JAMBAROO is a right 

turn onto JAMBEROO MOUNTAIN ROAD and another right onto 

MINNAMURRA FALLS ROAD. 

MINNAMURRA FALLS 

Drive up to the RAINFOREST CENTRE, park up and take track up 

through rainforest across rope bridges to MINNAMURRA FALLS. 

CARRINGTON FALLS 

Drive back down to JAMBEROO MOUNTAIN ROAD turn right and 

follow up through JAMBAROO PASS. You will be taking a left turn 

onto CLOONTY ROAD where you will find CARRINGTON FALLS. 

You will find your self at the top of the falls so little walking is      

involved how ever you can fall to a nasty death so be careful. 

JAMBAROO  

Drive back down to JAMBAROO VILLAGE where there is a famous 

pub with great food and drink.  

KIAMA BLOWHOLE 

Drive down JAMBAROO ROAD all the way to KIAMA. On the 

headland is a blowhole. When the waves are big the water shoots 

through the hole in the cave and high into the air. Nothing like this 

anywhere in NSW so check it out. 

Get back on the PRINCES HIGHWAY heading north to SYDNEY. 

Jump of the PRINCES HIGHWAY at MEMORIAL DRIVE and head 

north to STANWELL TOPS (great views) and enter the ROYAL 

NATIONAL PARK. It’s a nice drive through or you could stop at 

GARIE BEACH or WATTAMOLLA BEACH for a swim. 

Drive back to SYDNEY and BONDI BEACH.  

Let us know how it went please. We hope you had a good day!  
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